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CULTURE, TOURISM, EUROPE AND EXTERNAL AFFAIRS COMMITTEE 

CALL FOR VIEWS ON THE IMPACT OF COVID-19 ON SCOTLAND’S CULTURE 
AND TOURISM SECTORS 

SUBMISSION FROM GRAHAM EVANS 

Dear Committee Members, 
 
Support local tourism jobs, save our summer season. 
 
I am writing to you in my capacity as the Government Relations Consultant for a 
group that is made up of the largest operators of static caravan and lodge holiday 
park businesses in the UK (see members below), and who account for 30% of the 
sector. In Scotland, we collectively employ 1,618 people, serving 1,014,752 
holidaymakers and have 7,876 pitches between us. 
 
This group has come together to identify ways to enable holidays parks to reopen in 
a three phase approach to protect the economies of our coastal and rural 
communities, whilst also delivering the health agenda, as laid out by Scottish 
Government and local authorities. We fully support the Government’s decisions to 
protect the health of our nation; as a sector health and safety is our number one 
priority and as a group have agreed a number of significant operational protocols to 
enforce social distancing, employee hygiene, and to deliver a safe environment.  
 
The timing is crucial; tourism, and in particular, holiday parks, are highly seasonal 
and they are a major employer directly, indirectly and via local supply chains. Each 
holiday park provides the customer base for numerous other businesses in the 
coastal and rural communities in which they operate, such as local suppliers, pubs, 
restaurants, visitor attractions, shops, gardens and many other businesses which 
depend on us to survive. It is a fact that if holiday parks are not operational this 
summer, many businesses will fail and the economic and social impact will be 
directly felt in areas which are already under tremendous economic pressure with 
high levels of poverty.  
 
Our parks are ideally designed to enable the continuation of social distancing and 
strict adherence to government safety guidelines:  
 

• Parks are typically located in rural, isolated locations often by the coast and 
not in heavily populated urban areas; 

• The UK average park size is 24.3 acres, with 160 pitches. This density of 
people per square metre is considerably less than in town centres and has the 
added benefit of coastal and rural fresh air, which is vital for mental and 
physical good health; 

• Please note, by law that all caravans and lodges have to be five metres apart 
from each other; 
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• The caravans and lodges on our parks are individual, with no shared doors or 
communal areas.  This means it is easy to avoid close social proximity with 
other people; 

• Caravans and lodges are self-contained and self-catered. They are fully 
connected to mains drainage and have individual bathrooms and toilets, as 
well as fully fitted kitchens (all our communal facilities i.e. bars, restaurants, 
pools etc are closed); 

• Caravans and lodges are well ventilated and have no shared air-conditioning 
systems; 

• The majority of our home owners’ primary residences are located within one 
to two hours’ drive of their holiday home, so they would not be required to 
travel long distances to reach them. The majority of people drive to their 
holiday home in their own vehicle and do not take public transport. We do 
understand and recognise the Scottish Governments restrictions on non-
essential travel will currently stop people from accessing their Lodges and 
Caravans; 

• We would expect our owners to return to their primary homes for any non-
emergency medical service. 

 
In the UK, caravan and lodge holiday parks and campsites generated an estimated 
£9.3bn in tourist expenditure, equivalent to £5.3bn GVA (70% of this is generated 
within June, July and August) and supported more than 170,000 FTE jobs in 2018. 
Many of these parks are located in some of Scotland’s most deprived coastal and 
rural communities. It is a fact that holiday parks are at the centre of both traditional 
family holidays for hard working people and the communities in which they are 
located; without them the local economies just will not work. 
 
We would therefore like to suggest a three stage proposal for re-opening: 
 
Stage 1: Open the parks so that people can access the caravans and lodges owned 
by holiday home owners only (these caravans are not used as full time residences).  
This will mean that numbers will be contained within each park and will negate the 
need for check-ins and limit the potential for queuing upon arrival at park. 
 
Stage 2: In accordance with any relaxation to Scottish Government social distancing 
guidelines we would seek to open our parks to holiday makers, but continue to keep 
the internal communal spaces (i.e. bars, restaurants and swimming pools) closed.  
As occupancy levels increase this would enable us to bring back more of our team 
from furlough. However, there would still be a significant number of the team (i.e. 
those working in those internal communal areas) that would still not be required and 
would need to remain furloughed. 
 
Stage 3: At the point that the Scottish Government relaxes rules around bars, 
restaurants etc, then we could reopen these facilities, all with strict adherence to 
Scottish Government guidelines on social distancing, and bring more of our team 
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members back to work. We still envisage some Government furlough support being 
required at this stage.  
 
We believe this proposal, which will be supported with specifically developed 
operational protocols for Stages 1 and 2, to ensure we comply with all Scottish 
Government policies, is the right balanced approach to take.  
 
We would very much welcome a conversation with you to discuss how you might be 
able to support us in Holyrood with our phased approach to the reopening of our 
parks, securing local jobs and tourism at this critical time as we approach the 
summer months. 
 
I also include a link to a video which summarises our group’s request for your 
attention: https://vimeo.com/415418393 and our Operations Commitment document, 
working to three phases and committing to 7 headlines to allow execution. 
 
Yours sincerely,  
Graham T Evans 
Government Relations Consultant 
 
Members of the steering group: Away Resorts, Haven, Bridge Leisure, Haulfryn, 
Hoburne, Parkdean Resorts, Park Leisure, Park Holidays and Verdant Leisure in 
addition to the sector’s principal Trade associations, UK Hospitality, NCC and 
BH&HPA 

https://eur03.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fvimeo.com%2F415418393&data=02%7C01%7CMark.Johnson%40parliament.scot%7Ce218214143d946e1ef5608d801bebec0%7Cd603c99ccfdd4292926800db0d0cf081%7C1%7C1%7C637261266095891909&sdata=t1W7mnW7Zg943PxTxmg5y%2FFke%2FRHdFeVEJQLJUAwLs4%3D&reserved=0


Support local  
tourism jobs, save  

our summer season.

Working in  
collaboration...

MAY 2020

All commitments and their associate phases will respect the latest 
government instruction to which all parks will adhere to throughout.



TEAM, GUEST & LOCAL COMMUNITY SAFETY & HYGIENE POLICY
-   Only to travel to park when fit, advise if becoming unwell on park

-   Adhere to the revised check-in process in operation

-   Leave if becoming unwell, self-isolate off park

-   When on park, respect and adhere to the social distancing policy

-   In Phase One our Holiday Parks will only be open to holiday home owners and 
will remain closed to holidaymakers. We will advise our holiday home owners 
of this and the need to comply with the law and other regulation in place in 
relation to holidaymakers, when it comes to making any private arrangements 
for subletting their holiday homes.

Team Selection 

-   Consider the vulnerable or looking after vulnerable 

-   Consider those who do not feel comfortable working. 

Fitness for Work 

-   Right to work for teams to sign to say they are fit to work and reminding when to self isolate 

-   Every shift team to sign in and confirm they are fit to work

-   Consideration as to how team travel to park and honour social distancing

Ensure maintaining high standards of 

- Cleanliness

- Hand and respiratory hygiene

- Food safety management.

Security 

Where there is a risk of close contact in certain situations, have a mask available  
to be worn when dealing with any incidents.

First Aiders 

Have the provision for all first aiders to have PPE as they will breach the 2m  
distancing and in some cases will have physical contact.

Contractors 

All contractors should sign up to the agreed Ways of Working and be briefed on the Commitments 
Document prior to carrying out any work and they should adhere to their own company Covid-19 policies 
and procedures and any relevant risk assessment prior to commencing work.

PHASE ONE - OWNERS RETURN TO PARK



OPERATION OF SOCIALLY DISTANCED TOURING PITCHES, WITH 
RESTRICTIONS AROUND SHARED COMMUNAL FACILITIES AND 
REVISED CHECK-IN POLICY 

-   No communal domestic facilities available during this phase, tourers must contain own services

-   If they are self-sufficient units, have booked for a season, and have no need for 
communal domestic facilities then they should be permitted to return when 
owners do.

SOCIAL DISTANCING POLICY 
Implement and enforce a social distance policy on a hierarchy of; 

-   2m distancing 

-   Where not possible, shielding

-   Where not possible, masks

-   Where not possible, don’t do

-   To ensure these measures are followed, where possible, we will operate a one way system only, one way 
in and one way out and where space allows, respecting the 2m rule, if this is not possible then only one 
adult per owner party should enter reception or owner accessible areas  

-   Where possible, provide visible markers to help you adhere to social distancing guidelines when entering 
any of our facilities on park, in this stage that will likely only refer to reception

-   Retractable ‘ropes and posts’ with the option to extend/reduce the queue area will be implemented in 
receptions, most receptions are carpeted therefore floor stickers are not an option. We can look at an 
option with ropes and A4 signs advising of the 2m distance rule

-   Young children, under 15, must be accompanied by an adult at all times when accessing publicly open 
areas on the park.

2M



TEAM, GUEST & LOCAL COMMUNITY SAFETY & HYGIENE POLICY
-   Only to travel to park when fit, advise if becoming unwell on park

-   Adhere to the revised check-in process in operation

-   Leave if becoming unwell, self-isolate off park

-   When on park, respect and adhere to the social distancing policy.

PHASED/PARTIAL OPENING OF HIRE FLEET IN ACCORDANCE  
TO AN IN-DEPTH CLEANING PROCEDURE AND REVISED  
CHECK-IN POLICY
Cleaning of Hire Fleet 

-   Cleaning an area with normal household disinfectant after someone with suspected 
Coronavirus (COVID-19) has left

-   Cleaning should take place after 72 hours if a unit is suspected to have had, or is confirmed to have 
tested positive for a Coronavirus case.

-   Wear disposable or washing-up gloves and aprons for cleaning. These should be double-bagged, then 
stored securely for 72 hours then thrown away 

-   Using a disposable cloth, first clean hard surfaces with warm soapy water. Then disinfect these surfaces 
with the cleaning products you normally use, pay particular attention to frequently touched areas and 
surfaces, such as bathrooms, grab-rails in corridors and stairwells and door handles

-   Wash hands regularly with soap and water for 20 seconds, and after removing gloves, aprons and other 
protection used while cleaning

-   Random on park checks to be carried out to ensure this is being adhered to.

Support local tourism jobs, save our summer season.PHASE TWO - HOLIDAYMAKERS TO RETURN TO PARK

SOCIAL DISTANCING POLICY 
Implement and enforce a social distance policy on a hierarchy of; 

-   2m distancing 

-   Where not possible, shielding

-   Where not possible, masks

-   Where not possible, don’t do

-   To ensure these measures are followed, where possible, we will operate a one way system only, one way 
in and one way out and where space allows, respecting the 2m rule, if this is not possible then only one 
owner or adult per party should enter publicly accessed areas  

-   Where possible, provide visible markers to help you adhere to social distancing guidelines when entering 
any of our facilities on park

-   Retractable ‘ropes and posts’ with the option to extend/reduce the queue area will be implemented in 
receptions and shops should they be open, most receptions are carpeted therefore floor stickers are not 
an option. We can look at an option with ropes and A4 signs advising of the 2m distance rule

-   Young children, under 15, must be accompanied by an adult at all times when accessing publicly open 
areas on the park.
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Public Areas

-   When cleaning in this area, the team should wear disposable gloves

-  Deep clean high risk areas (where “case” has spent time) or if body fluid spillage occurs

-  Disinfect hard/soft surfaces in high risk areas

-    Disinfect surfaces as per enhanced cleaning in areas that “case” has only passed through or been for 
short time e.g. corridors, restaurants etc.

-  Use disposable cloths, paper towels and disposable mop heads. Avoid splashing

-  Double bag and tie PPE and cloths after use. If tested positive for Coronavirus treat as clinical waste

-  Carpets to be steam cleaned.

Holidaymaker Check-in Process

-  Day ahead of arrival, send generic email advising of new check in process and PDF map of park

-  Day of arrival, call to holiday maker to advise of the unit they are staying in

-  Keys, maps and welcome pack left in unit, with Wi-Fi codes written on map

-   Where a drive through style check-in cannot be delivered, the social distancing practices set out in the 
“social distancing policy” will be adhered to.

-  Traffic marshal every arrival day to direct customers and answers queries from their car

-  Ensure courtesy calls are carried out over the phone rather than face-to-face contact.

OPERATION OF SOCIALLY DISTANCED TOURING PITCHES, WITH 
RESTRICTIONS AROUND SHARED COMMUNAL FACILITIES AND 
REVISED CHECK-IN POLICY 

-   No communal domestic facilities available during this phase, tourers must 
contain own services

-   Disinfect the hook-ups between each booking when ‘day’ tourers return

-   Leave if becoming unwell, self-isolate off park

-   When on park respect and adhere to the Social Distancing Policy.

Tourer check-in process applicable in only holidaymaker phase

-   Day ahead of arrival, send generic email advising of new check-in process and PDF map of park. 

-   Outside check-in  – check people in directly “drive through style”

-   Traffic marshal every arrival day to direct customers and answers queries from their car

-   Ensure courtesy calls are carried out over the phone rather than face-to-face contact.



OPERATION OF SELF-SUFFICIENT VENUES ALLOWING PEOPLE 
TO STAY ON PARK AND NOT HAVE THE NEED TO ENTER LOCAL 
COMMUNITIES BUT TO EMPLOYEES WHO ARE LOCAL RESIDENTS. 

Shop 

-   Encouraged to operate cashless/contactless only procedure where possible and within limits – training 
to be offered to ensure that spend does not exceed contactless limit and when this doesn’t occur that 
product is bought in stages

-   Customers not to enter the shop if they have symptoms

-   Monitoring the number of customers within store 

-   Implementing queue management systems with entrance and exit policy

-   Use floor markings inside the shop spaces to facilitate compliance with the 
social distancing 

-   Use vertical signage to direct customers into lanes 

-   Place plexiglass barriers at tills and counters if feasible

-   Create demarcation zone to ensure 2 metre distancing is adhered to

-   Provide additional pop-up handwashing/sanitization stations or facilities

-   Sanitizing of baskets and trolleys to ensure cross contamination is reduced protection used  
while cleaning

-   Random on park checks to be carried out to ensure this is being adhered to.

PHASE THREE - VENUES TO OPEN

2M

SOCIAL DISTANCING POLICY 
Implement and enforce a social distance policy on a hierarchy of; 

-   2m distancing 

-   Where not possible, shielding

-   Where not possible, masks

-   Where not possible, don’t do

-   To ensure these measures are followed, where possible, we will operate a flow system to access 
a bar servery, and where space allows, respecting the 2m rule.  Only one member of our owner or 
holidaymaker party should place orders at the bar or complete the transaction in any of our shops  

-   Where possible, provide visible markers to help you adhere to social distancing guidelines when entering 
any of our facilities on park

-   Retractable ‘ropes and posts’ with the option to extend/reduce the queue area will be implemented in 
receptions and shops should they be open, most receptions are carpeted therefore floor stickers are not 
an option. We can look at an option with ropes and A4 signs advising of the 2m distance rule

-   Young children, under 15, must be accompanied by an adult at all times whilst accessing venues or 
spaces open to the public.



Venue

-   Reduce capacity in all areas to ensure correct social distancing, 2 metres apart, is 
achieved. Remove tables and chairs to achieve this 

-   Place hand sanitizer at all entrances and exits to venues

-   Once customers have ordered and collected their drinks,  direct them back to their 
tables to avoid unnecessary risk of breaching 2 metre rule. Any queue must have a 2 
metre gap between customers 

-   All food must be served direct from the kitchen to marked collection points in venue. No 
carvery counters are to be in use 

-   Reusable table menus will be removed and alternative methods of communicating the 
menu will be put in place, such as paper disposal, pull up banners and easels

-   After each customer has left, thoroughly clean tables as normal utilising the correct sanitizer, also 
ensure that all condiments and the condiments box are thoroughly sanitized and cleaned down too 

-   There must be one member of staff allocated to cleaning and sanitizing front of house areas throughout 
the entire opening hours of each venue. They must keep all contact points clean. This includes restaurant 
areas, lobbies, toilets and all other customer facing areas 

-   Provide additional pop-up handwashing/sanitization stations or facilities. 

Arcade

-   Regular sanitization of all cash points, increased usage of contactless to reduce risk and heightened 
sanitising by increasing frequency eg every 30 mins

-   Disable all change machines on park

-   Cleaning of screens 

-   2m distancing in operation.

Swimming pool 

-   No changing facilities provided or access unless specifically cleaned before each use with enhanced 
cleaning processes otherwise arrival in bathers and clothing will be stored poolside 

-   Arrive in bathers and remove clothing poolside 

-   Reduce bather load by 50%. 

-   Higher end of parameter on chlorine given poorer pool hygiene.

Takeaway Food Service

-   Use floor markings inside the shop spaces to facilitate compliance with the 
social distancing 

-   Use vertical signage to direct customers into lanes 

-   Create demarcation zone to ensure 2 metre distancing is adhered to

-   Provide additional pop-up handwashing/sanitization stations or facilities 

-   All food must be served direct from the kitchen to marked collection points  
in venue. 

PLEASE 
QUEUE HERE

All commitments and their associate phases will respect the latest 
government instruction to which all parks will adhere to throughout.



THE INDUSTRY AS A WHOLE...

Support local tourism jobs, save our summer season.
UK Holiday Parks: A Scottish Picture

Welcome 1,014,752 holidaymakers to our parks  
employ 1,618 people and have 7,867 pitches.

Working in  
collaboration...

In Scotland,  
we collectively...

£772.3m

14,301

visitor expenditure, equivalent to £478.2m 
Gross Value Added (GVA).

jobs in Scotland are supported by the holiday park 
and campsite sector.

(Final UKCAA Impact Report Version 2) 

(Final UKCAA Impact Report Version 2) 

Scotland’s holiday park and 
campsite sector visitors stayed 
up to 41% longer and spent 
up to 39% more the national 
tourism average.

8.4%
contribution by holiday parks and 
campsites to the Scottish tourism 
sector’s overall GVA in 2018, compared 
to 7.8% in 2014.
(Final UKCAA Impact Report Version 2) 

(Final UKCAA Impact Report 
Version 2) 

Did you know?
Our parks benefit from rural, isolated locations. They are not  
located in densely populated urban areas, which makes it easier for people to avoid close social proximity.

All units are located at least 5m away from each other and enjoy their own services and facilities,  
which allows our customers and owners to be independent. 

Each unit is separate with no shared doors or communal areas and they are, in our view, more suited  
to social distancing/isolation than many flats, shared houses or terraced houses.



“
“

           Particularly in these difficult times, it is important to 
acknowledge the role played by tourism in the UK, so while 
going through lock down, and crucially as we seek to emerge 
from it, we must provide the support the sector needs to 
bounce back as quickly as possible.

“

“

           Tourism will be a key driver in helping the UK’s 
economic recovery. Holiday and leisure parks will be an 
important vehicle in delivering that bounce back in our coastal 
and rural communities, providing much-needed employment, 
investment and opportunities as part of post-lockdown growth. 
Tourism’s economic might makes it vitally important that the 
Government acts to allow holiday parks – which are well-
suited to early re-opening - to welcome our deserving public 
back to the pleasures of the Great British institutions of our 
holiday and leisure parks.

Kate Nicholls
CEO, UKHospitality

Steve Double
Member of Parliament for St Austell & Newquay and Chair of the All 
Party Parliamentary Group (APPG) for Hospitality and Tourism

Support local tourism jobs, save our summer season.
Scottish Holiday Parks: The real picture

Working in  
collaboration...



“

“

           I’m finding the current situation 
stressful and really miss being able to visit my 
caravan at Scoutscroft. While it is just a couple 
of miles away, it’s a completely different setting 
to my home environment and knowing that I 
can visit my caravan whenever I need to, is a 
huge help to me. The park is so peaceful, which 
really helps with my anxiety, it’s so important 
that I can have a place to relax. 

“

“

           Visiting our holiday home has been 
a huge part of our lives, and routine for so 
many years so it’s difficult for the whole 
family not being able to go there when 
we need to most. Having recently lost our 
daughter in-law through cancer, being able to 
visit not only gives us a much-needed change 
of scenery, but the park is a place that our 
son and grandchildren love to stay, so it gives 
them a place to relax and enjoy themselves, 
away from the stresses at home. 

Mr & Mrs Shaw 
Customers/owners at Erigmore Leisure Park, 
Perthshire

Heather Finlayson 
Customer/owner at Scoutscroft Leisure Park, 
Berwickshire

Support local tourism jobs, save our summer season.
Scottish Holiday Parks: The real picture

Working in  
collaboration...

“

“

          I’m currently at home with my partner 
and our daughter who was due to start her 
exams and it’s a really stressful time for all 
of us, I feel helpless. I have claimed Universal 
Credit, which is less than a quarter of my 
monthly salary and that is not enough for our 
family. I live 1 mile away from the park and 
most of my duties are outdoors, away from 
people, or preparing brand new caravans that 
no-one has stayed in before so I could easily 
spend my working days without coming into 
contact with anyone.

Craig Darling 
Maintenance Manager at Thurston Manor 
Leisure Park, East Lothian
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